- SOLID HARDWOOD POSTS WITH INTEGRATED TURNED PINS FOR BUNKING
- SOLID HARDWOOD END RAILS FIT INTO POSTS WITH MORTISE AND TENON
- TOOLLESS ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT SETTINGS FOR SLEEPING SURFACE
- HEAVY DUTY SINUOUS SPRING DECK WITH POSI LOCK STYLE ATTACHMENT TO BED ENDS
- TO FIT 36" X 80" INCH MATTRESS
- HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE TOP WITH INTERNAL SOLID HARDWOOD EDGEBandING
- SOLID HARDWOOD SIDES AND DRAWER FRONTS
- INNER DRAWER PARTS MADE FROM 12mm BALTIC BIRCH PLYWOOD
- 5MM DRAWER BOTTOM HOT MELT GLUED INTO DADO IN BOTTOM EDGE OF DRAWER BOX
- DRAWER BOX SHALL BE ASSEMBLED USING DOVE TAIL CONSTRUCTION AND ADHESIVE
- DRAWER OPERATE USING FULL EXTENSION BALL BEARING RUNNERS
- CASE CONSTRUCTION CONSISTS OF HARDWOOD RAILS WITH DOWELS, REINFORCED WITH GLUE AND POCKET SCREWS
- Solid wood seat and back.
- Side assemblies utilise mortise and tenon joints for durability.
- Cross members are attached with double hardwood dowels and a wood screw in each end.